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Although the CA3–CA1 synapse is critically important for learning
and memory, experimental limitations have to date prevented di-
rect determination of the structural features that determine the
response plasticity. Specifically, the local calcium influx responsible
for vesicular release and short-term synaptic facilitation strongly
depends on the distance between the voltage-dependent calcium
channels (VDCCs) and the presynaptic active zone. Estimates for
this distance range over two orders of magnitude. Here, we use a
biophysically detailed computational model of the presynaptic
bouton and demonstrate that available experimental data provide
sufficient constraints to uniquely reconstruct the presynaptic archi-
tecture. We predict that for a typical CA3–CA1 synapse, there are
∼70 VDCCs located 300 nm from the active zone. This result is sur-
prising, because structural studies on other synapses in the hippo-
campus report much tighter spatial coupling. We demonstrate that
the unusual structure of this synapse reflects its functional role in
short-term plasticity (STP).
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Synaptic transmission is determined by the local calcium signal
detected at the active zone, the actual locus of neurotrans-

mitter release (1–3). Current experimental techniques can only
measure the global calcium signal in a synaptic bouton. However,
diffusion of calcium between its sources and sinks at the active
zone, means that the local calcium concentration may be very
different from the averaged global concentration. This concen-
tration is transient and determined by the number of presynaptic
voltage-dependent calcium channels (VDCCs), the main source
of calcium, the distance between them and the active zone, and
the calcium buffers and pumps in the terminal, the main sinks of
calcium. The spatiotemporal properties of this calcium signal
finely orchestrate many aspects of synaptic plasticity; hence these
depend critically on the architectural features. Here we describe
a unique computational approach that uses measurable quanti-
ties as modeling constraints and thus can compensate for the lack
of direct structural evidence. In this manner, the model answers
a key question in synaptic neurophysiology, namely, what is the
number and geometry of the calcium channels at the CA3–CA1
synapse, crucial in learning and memory.
Pharmacological and electrophysiological experiments at dif-

ferent synapses have reached different conclusions regarding
presynaptic architecture. The frog neuromuscular junction, mouse
hair cell ribbon synapse, and squid giant synapse all require only
a small number of channels placed close to the release sites for
vesicle fusion (4–8). In contrast, tens of channels are said to
control fusion in the calyx of Held and cerebellar synapses (9–11).
For small GABAergic synapses in the hippocampus, recent studies
(12, 13) show that calcium channels and the active zone share a
tight geometrical arrangement. This feature is argued to be es-
sential for fast, efficient, and reliable synapses (13). For the CA3–
CA1 synapse in the hippocampus, where plasticity, more than
reliability, is likely to be the most valued attribute, the exact
number of VDCCs and separation distance, lc, from the active
zone (and how these structural details affect function) is unknown.
The finer details of the CA3–CA1 hippocampal synapse are

largely inaccessible to existing experimental techniques. However,

existing experimental data provide sufficiently overlapping con-
straints to develop computational approaches that can reliably
infer these details. In general the use of models as a “computa-
tional microscope” in direct conjunction with data is an extremely
powerful approach (14–16). In particular, we demonstrate here
that the relationship between the active zone and VDCCs in the
CA3–CA1 synapse in the hippocampus is spatially extended, which
is the exact opposite of what could have been expected on the basis
of the aforementioned results for small GABAergic synapses.
The CA3–CA1 synapse is a well-studied prototype for plas-

ticity. Our structural results have direct consequences for short-
term plasticity (STP). At a tightly coupled synapse where the
VDCCs are close to the calcium sensor, only a few channels are
needed to raise the local calcium levels sufficiently to cause re-
lease. Such a local event would have minimal impact on the
global calcium levels. Conversely, at a synapse where the VDCCs
are at distant sites from the calcium sensor, activation of a large
number would be needed to trigger release and would result in
an augmented calcium level in the entire terminal. The latter is
what we have found for the CA3–CA1 case. The elevation of the
global calcium concentration has important consequences for the
facilitation of the response to a subsequent stimulus, because re-
sidual (bound and free) calcium can enhance the release proba-
bility (2, 17). Our realistic model makes testable predictions for
paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) and for other plasticity protocols
that will further constrain dynamic models of neural circuits.

Results
Quantifying the Local Calcium Signal at the Active Zone. Several
laboratories have focused on determining the average baseline
probability of neurotransmitter release (18) and the global calcium
response due to arrival of an action potential in the terminal (19).
However, it is the local calcium signal at the active zone that
dictates the neurotransmitter release probability at a given syn-
apse and this is much more difficult to determine.
In a previous study, we modeled vesicle release at the CA3–

CA1 synapse; this model was stringently matched to release data
from several independent laboratories (14). There is an excellent
match between the decay timescales of neurotransmitter release
transients and maximum amplitudes of the release transients in
the model (14), and that measured at the CA3–CA1 synapse (20).
Furthermore the calcium sensitivity of the model agrees with that
measured in the calyx of Held synapse; this is to be expected
because fast transmission at both these synapses has a similar
profile and is governed by either Synaptotagmin I or Synapto-
tagmin II (14, 21, 22). The kinetic characteristics of Synapto-
tagmin I are close to those of Synaptotagmin II, with
Synaptotagmin I slightly faster (14, 23, 24). This model also
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accurately predicted the spontaneous activity rate per bouton
and the readily releasable pool (RRP) size at the CA3–
CA1 synapse.
We use this framework to show how structural properties of

the synapse and the local calcium signal at the active zone may
be inferred from measurable features. Fig. S1 shows a typical
release event from the model.
In Fig. 1A we show the predicted peak of the global calcium

transient (total number of calcium ions) in the presynaptic terminal
as a function of lc and VDCC number. The lc range (25–400 nm)
and the VDCC number (1–200) simulated here cover the pos-
sible ranges associated with a single active zone. The contour
lines indicate intrinsic values of the neurotransmitter release
probability, pr1 (release probability in response to the first
stimulus) associated with a synapse with an ultrastructure by the
given VDCC number (y axis) and lc (x axis). It is therefore clear
that a synapse can achieve a specific release probability by either
having a small number of channels very close to the calcium
sensor (small lc) or a large number of VDCCs far away (large lc).
Thus, the release is strongly correlated with the local calcium
signal, characterized by either its peak value (Fig. 1B) or its in-
tegrated strength (Fig. 1C, full width at half maximum, FWHM).
Conversely, the global calcium depends weakly on the geometrical
factors and mostly reflects VDCC number. Thus, using two syn-
aptic “measurables,” the global calcium response and the base-
level release probability, pr1, we can infer unique values for both
VDCC number and lc.
It is worth noting that neurotransmitter release is completely

governed by the calcium profile that the sensor sees and the peak
of this local calcium transient is typically used to characterize its
calcium sensitivity. However, synapses with equal release prob-
abilities can have differing calcium profiles (Fig. 1 B and C);
VDCCs placed further away give rise to a shorter and broader
local calcium peak (a more diffuse signal) compared with VDCCs
placed closer (Fig. S2). Thus, there is a set of calcium sensitivity
profiles rather than a unique curve.

Predicting the VDCC Number Using Fluctuation Analysis. In the pre-
vious section we described a method to determine synaptic or-
ganization that relies directly on knowing the kinetic rates of the
calcium sensor for neurotransmitter release. It would be desirable

to have a complementary approach that could estimate structural
parameters in a kinetics-model–independent manner. This is in
fact possible because the leading contribution to the spike-to-spike
variability in the global calcium signal comes from the stochastic
openings and closings of the VDCCs (25). Hence measuring this
variance can be used to directly determine the number of channels.
To study this in more detail, we modified the simulations by

allowing the flux from each channel to be an independent vari-
able, such that each channel cluster (consisting of 1–200 chan-
nels) can generate the complete range of mean calcium profiles.
In Fig. 2A, we show a plot of coefficient of variation (CV) of
global calcium response in the presynaptic terminal, calculated
by running 1,000 trials, predicted by the model. By measuring
the CV of the global calcium response, it is possible to uniquely
determine the VDCC number. Fluorescent calcium indicators
are used to quantify calcium responses. In Fig. 2B, the simulations
included fluo-4FF, a fluorescent calcium dye well calibrated for
in vitro experiments at the level of the synapse. As expected, the
CV of the fluorescence reflected the fluctuation attributes of dif-
ferent VDCC numbers as seen in Fig. 2A. This fluctuation analysis
is robust and independent of channel type, placement of the
channel, and details of the calcium sensor for neurotransmitter
release.
For illustration in Fig. 2 C and D we show the bound calcium

dye (fluo-4FF) for four different stochastic trials when the source
of calcium is a single channel (Fig. 2C) or 200 (Fig. 2D) channels,
respectively. These data illustrate the high level of fluctuations,
due to normal stochastic opening and closing of calcium channels,
when the channel number is low. Conversely, when there is a large
number of channels there is less variability in the peak response.

Predicting lc Using Release Delays. Diffusion of calcium in the
presynaptic terminal is not free but instead is limited by mole-
cules that can bind calcium, which mainly include buffers and
pumps. Intracellular calcium therefore appears to diffuse more
slowly at ∼50 μm2/s compared with its cytoplasmic, free diffusion
constant of ∼200 μm2/s (Fig. S3 A and B). Following the opening
of VDCCs and entry of calcium in the terminal, calcium ions
diffuse from the source (VDCCs), through the gauntlet of
calcium-binding proteins, to the active zone and subsequently
bind to the calcium sensor before a vesicle can be released. This

A B C

Fig. 1. Predicting the presynaptic structure from global calcium response and vesicle release probability. (A) Peak of the total calcium signal in the terminal
(color plot) as a result of opening of VDCCs is shown as a function of VDCC number and lc. Release probabilities (white contour lines) for each combination of
VDCC number and lc are superimposed on global calcium data. The range of VDCC numbers and lc described here spans the parameter space for all possible
physiological values. (B) Peak of the local calcium profile (color plot) measured 10 nm from the calcium sensor is shown as a function of VDCC number and lc.
Because it is not possible to probe the local calcium signal directly, one can use the information acquired on VDCC number and lc using Fig. 1A to estimate the
local calcium signal from this figure. Release probability contours (white lines) do not follow the color gradient accurately because the shape of the local
calcium profile changes with lc (Fig. S2). (C) Area under the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the local calcium signal (color plot) is shown as VDCC
number and lc is varied. FWHM is a better indicator of calcium sensitivity of the sensor. Fig. 1C and B gives a better description of the local calcium signal than
just the peak of the calcium signal alone.
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introduces delays that are directly correlated to lc. As already
discussed, a synapse with a specific base level release probability
can either have a small cluster close by (small lc) or a large
cluster farther off (large lc). In Fig. 3A, mean delay is plotted as
a function of distance for low, high, and medium release prob-
abilities by varying the VDCC cluster sizes at each distance. The
synaptic delays were calculated as the time between the peak of
the action potential (AP) and mean vesicle release time in a 10-ms
window. Closer spatial coupling between the VDCC cluster and
the active zone led to faster release. Additionally, the possible
range of release probabilities at each distance in the simulation
achieved by varying the VDCC cluster size led to a spread in the
release times as well. This spread was ∼1 ms for 10 nm lc and went
up by 50% for 400 nm lc, implying better precision at smaller lc.
Large calcium influx apart from lc also had the effect of de-
creasing delays (compare blue line with red in Fig. 3A).
In Fig. 3B the mean release delays (within 10 ms after AP peak)

are given for the entire range of possible release probabilities for
VDCC clusters placed between 10 and 400 nm from the active
zone, as a function of global peak of calcium transient. Thus, we
can use the measured synaptic time delay of release and the peak
of the global calcium transient to estimate lc. As long as the ap-
parent diffusion constant of calcium is constrained to be phys-
iologically realistic (26), the lc calculated from time delays
predicted by our model are independent of the precise details of
the biophysics of the channels and the kinetic sensor.

Presynaptic Spatial Organization Influences STP. Certain forms of
STP, namely facilitation, augmentation, posttetanic potentiation,
and depletion are of presynaptic origin and are manifested by
modifications to release probability (2, 27). Changes in release
probability in an activity-dependent manner plays a prominent
role in normal synaptic function (28). Paired-pulse ratio (PPR) is
a common protocol for investigating STP.

Because more calcium ions enter synapses with large lc, limi-
tations on extrusion mechanisms, buffering capacity, and speed
augment residual calcium in the presynaptic terminal. If a second
stimulus arrives before the excess calcium is extruded, there is an
increase in the release probability comprising PPF, as we ex-
plored here with simulations.
PPF results observed from a pair of stimuli separated by a 40-

ms interval are shown in Fig. 4A (see Fig. S4 for PPF results
using a 20-ms interval). Consistent with previous studies (18, 27),
greater facilitation was observed in synapses with smaller in-
trinsic release probabilities for all values of lc. The narrow range
of PPF values at high release probabilities was a consequence
of the steep calcium sensitivity response curve (14), saturation at
pr1 = 1.0 and depletion. Here we show that a larger PPF was also
associated with larger lc because of the augmented residual cal-
cium after the first pulse. To get a quantitative understanding of
relationship of PPF with lc, the increase in peak local calcium
with large lc is shown in Fig. 4B. Fig. 4B, Left Inset shows the
increase in total residual calcium in the presynaptic terminal with
increasing lc as a function of pr1 (colored lines, legends indicate lc
in nanometers). This is because more VDCCs are activated at
larger lc (Fig. 4B, Right Inset) to reach a threshold of release. The
PPF decreased for longer interstimulus intervals (ISIs) (compare
Fig. 4A, 40 ms ISI with Fig. S4A, 20 ms ISI) because of the greater
decay in residual calcium.
The PPF curves in Fig. 4C are similar to those from experimental

data of Dobrunz et al. (27). The mapping between the VDCC
cluster size and lc to the PPF measured at the CA3–CA1 synapses
given here determine both lc and the VDCC cluster size associated
with the active zone.
In the structural parameter space (lc and VDCC number) fa-

cilitation is high at large lc; this can be clearly seen in our data
(Fig. 4C). The typical scale of PPF seen experimentally in CA3–
CA1 is 2.5 for 40 ms interpulse interval (Fig. 4C, Left Inset) (29).
Our model strongly constrains lc to approximate distances of
300 nm ± 50 nm. Approximately 65 VDCCs placed at 300 nm
from the active zone lead to the typical release probability pr1 of
20%, typical of CA3–CA1 synapses (18).
Another common way to characterize STP is by separately

considering response to the second stimulus in a paired-pulse
protocol when the response to the first pulse was a failure (p01)
and when response to the first stimulus was a success (p11). If
releases are independent events not subject to facilitation or
vesicle depletion then one expects that pr = pr1 = pr2, therefore
p01 = pr(1 − pr), and p11 = pr

2. One possible reason for the
second release to be dependent on the first is through depletion
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Fig. 2. Using fluctuation analysis to predict VDCC number. (A) Coefficient of
variance (CV) over 1,000 trials (each dot) of the total calcium response as a func-
tion of VDCC number. The flux of calcium coming through each channel was
varied (fraction ofmicromoles to tens ofmicromoles) to cover the entire range of
release probabilities for a given number of channels. The series of dots for each
VDCC number represents various release probabilities, pr1, (lower pr1, implying
lower incoming calcium flux, leads to larger CV). (B) Simulations with fluo-4FF
calciumdye and theCVof thefluorescence at the peakof the calcium response as
a function of VDCC number. (C) Representative trials exhibited a highly variable
dye response with one VDCC and (D) low variability with 200 VDCCs.
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of the RRP. The RRP in CA3–CA1 synapses is a limited re-
source, approximately seven vesicles on average (30), that takes
a few seconds to be replenished after a release event takes place.
Given this limited resource and independent vesicle release, one
might expect that depletion on its own would give p01 > p11. On
the other hand, given the natural variance of calcium influx, the
process of facilitation suggests that having a larger than average
calcium response during the first stimulus, as would be expected
for a successful initial release, would enhance the second release.
This would mitigate and possibly overcome the depletion effect
depending on the amount of residual calcium. Fig. 4D shows the
expected value of p01 [dashed gray curve, p01 = pr (1 − pr)] and
Fig. 4E shows p11 (dashed black curve, p11 = pr

2) with increasing
pr1 assuming complete independence of release events with no
depletion or facilitation (i.e., pr1 = pr2).
We then measured p01 and p11 in simulations as we varied the

initial release probability, pr1, by varying the number of VDCCs
at different values of lc. In the case of p01 there was no depletion
because release failed on the first stimulus, and all of the meas-
urements of p01 lie above the dashed gray curve, a clear indication
of facilitation (pr2 > pr1) (Fig. 4E). We observed an increasing
degree of facilitation with increasing lc consistent with the in-
terpretation that the observed facilitation was due to increased
residual calcium. In the case of p11, depletion occurred due to
success of the first stimulus and our measured p11 curves for lc =
25 to 100 nm lie below the dashed curve, indicating depression of
release probability on the second stimulus (pr2 < pr1). Taken
together with the results for p01, for lc = 25 to 100 nm, this means
that the residual calcium from the first stimulus was not enough
to overcome the depletion effect for lc < ∼150 nm. In contrast,
our measured p11 curves for lc = 250 to 400 nm lie above the
dashed curve, indicating that the residual calcium overcame the
depletion effect and produced facilitation with lc > ∼150 nm.
Interestingly, our results for p11 also show that at lc = ∼200 nm
the effect of depletion and facilitation exactly balance, produc-
ing the illusion of independent release probabilities (pr1 = pr2)

across the entire range of pr1 values. Thus, our simulation results
reveal the structural information hidden in a relatively simple
analysis of release probabilities.
All of the calculations for release and PPF thus far assumed

a RRP size of 7 vesicles (30). The major mechanisms involved in
short-term plasticity are presynaptic and modulated by changes
in release probability (2, 31). The size of the RRP is a significant
determinant of the release probability (2, 27). We examine how
changes in RRP size affect short-term plasticity in Fig. S5 A–C
for RRP sizes of 2, 7, and 25, respectively. The choice of the
illustrative RRP sizes span the distribution seen in CA3–CA1
synapses (30). We find that RRP size does not strongly influence
PPF across the entire parameter space described by VDCC
cluster size and lc (Fig. S5 A–C and SI Text).

Relationship Between Facilitation and Depletion at a Hippocampal
Synapse Is an Indicator of the Synaptic Structure. Presynaptic short-
term facilitation, and short-term presynaptic depression (STD)
(dominated by depletion of neurotransmitter vesicles) are usu-
ally assumed to act independently. Facilitation was studied
during recovery from depletion caused by hypertonic shock in
rodent autaptic hippocampal neurons in cultures. Applying hy-
pertonic solution caused rapid release of vesicles from RRP,
whereas the global calcium signal in the presynaptic terminal
remained unchanged (32), thus allowing the effects of depletion
on short-term facilitation to be investigated. The stimulus con-
sisted of two electrical stimuli separated by 45 ms in a paired-
pulse protocol. First, the presynaptic terminal was maximally
depleted, then the stimulus was applied, and facilitation to the
stimulus recorded at various time points as the synapse slowly
recovers from depletion as the docked vesicles returned. The
PPF was highest immediately after the application of the hy-
pertonic solution when the synapse was most depleted (Fig. 5,
dashed black line). Because it was difficult to estimate the exact
size of the RRP at various time points in these in vitro experi-
ments, recovery of releasable vesicles in the RRP was tracked by
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Fig. 4. Structural correlates of short-term plas-
ticity. (A) Paired-pulse facilitation ratio for a 40-ms
interstimulus interval (ISI) protocol as a function
of lc and the VDCC number. Larger facilitation
ratios (red) occur for larger lc and lower release
probabilities. (B) Changes in peak of local calcium
concentration (local residual calcium), measured
10 nm above the active zone, between first pulse
and second pulse (40 ms ISI) as a function of re-
lease probabilities, pr1. Legends (color coded) in-
dicate various lcs in nm. For a given release
probability pr1, more calcium channels were acti-
vated (VDCCs) for synapses with a larger lc com-
pared with synapses with shorter lc (Right Inset).
This leads to an increasing residual calcium re-
sponse with increasing lc, both local as well as
the total calcium(Left Inset). (C ) PPF as a function
of pr1 for a range of lc (color-coded legends in
nanometers). For comparison Left Inset shows PPF
averaged over all pr1s for various ISI from Fig. 1B,
Dobrunz et al. (29) (see 40 ms ISI data point) and
Right Inset shows PPF as a function of pr1 for 40 ms
ISI from Fig. 3A from Dobrunz et al. (27). Reprin-
ted from Neuron, 18, Dobrunz LE, Stevens CF,
Heterogeneity of release probability, facilitation,
and depletion at central synapses, 995–1008,
Copyright (1997) with permission from Elsevier.
(D) Probability of vesicle release in response to
second stimulus when response to first was a fail-
ure (p01). (E ) Probability of vesicle release in re-
sponse to second stimulus when response to first
was a success (p11). Dashed lines indicate the phase
space in which p01 = (1 − pr1) × pr1 (dashed gray)
and p11 = (pr1 × pr1) (dashed black), i.e., when both the events are independent. The various lcs are indicated in color-coded legends (nanometers).
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the “response ratio,” defined as the ratio of the response to the
first component of the stimulus posthypertonic shock to the re-
sponse to the first component of stimulus prehypertonic shock. By
definition, the last time point when the synapse completely re-
covered had a response ratio of 1.0.
We mimicked the experimental protocol of depletion without

changing the global calcium response in our computational
simulations (in contrast to simulation for different RRP sizes in
Fig. S5). We started with a large RRP size of 25 docked vesicles
to be consistent with large RRP sizes associated with autaptic
synapses in cultures. We then computed the PPF for various
RRP sizes (comparable to various stages of recovery from de-
pletion in the experiment) and the corresponding response ra-
tios. Simulation results for a range of structural arrangements
are shown in Fig. 5. The structure that best matched the ex-
perimental data was composed of a cluster of 65–75 channels at
about 300 nm from the active zone and is completely consistent
with the previous estimates from PPF data.

Discussion
Using a calibrated model of a CA3–CA1 active zone, we have
shown how temporal precision, reliability, and plasticity can all be
coordinated by the spatial organization of molecules in the
presynaptic terminal. Synapses with low release probabilities fa-
cilitate more significantly compared with high release probability
synapses (27, 33). This is consistent with our analysis (Fig. 4) of the
paired-pulse protocol. We know that the average base level release
probability of CA3–CA1 synapses is conspicuously low (20%)
providing for an inherently large range over which release re-
sponse can be varied (27). Separately, we show here that facili-
tation is high at large lc; this can clearly be seen in (Figs. 4 A and
C and 5). The STP requirements at this synapse as measured
with PPF (27, 29) (average PPF of ∼2.5 for 40 ms ISI), and
experimental data in Fig. 5 (dashed black line) constrained the

computational model and yielded a strong prediction for place-
ment of the VDCCs with respect to the docked vesicles.
Our model strongly suggests ∼65–75 calcium channels at an

average lc of ∼300 nm govern release at the CA3–CA1 synapse.
This arrangement leads to an average release probability of ∼20%,
typical for the CA3–CA1 synapse. Similar numbers for lc and
VDCC number per active zone have been estimated at the calyx of
Held, a central synapse with hundreds of active zones (10). In
contrast, a small number of channels and a spatial nanodomain
composed of vesicles and calcium sensors regulate transmitter
release in fast GABAergic central neurons (8, 12, 13). GABAergic
synapses exhibit a very low PPF and have a high release prob-
ability (34) consistent with our simulation results at small lc, es-
pecially at high pr1.

Several experimental studies have considered the response to
the second stimulus in a paired-pulse protocol when the response
to the first pulse was a success (p11) and when response to the
first stimulus was a failure (p01), reaching different conclusions
(35–40). Both p01 greater than p11 (29, 37, 41) and p01 to be less
than p11 (35, 36) have been reported. Activation failure of bou-
tonic action potential, depletion, variation in calcium, heterogeneity
in the probability of each vesicle release in the RRP, or multi-
vesicular release are some of the reasons cited for the relation-
ship between p11 and p01. There is a simpler explanation—the
value of intrinsic release probability, pr1.
Our analysis of p01 and p11 as a function of initial release

probability, pr1 shows that there are two equally valid regimes
with p01 < p11 as well as p01 > p11 (Fig. 4D). For low pr1, it is
unlikely that a vesicle will be released in response to both the
stimuli (p11 < p01). For high pr1, it is unlikely that a vesicle will
‘not’ be released in response to the first stimuli (p01 < p11). To set
a lower bound on the separation distance, lc, we plot the contour
(black dashed curve) for p11 in Fig. 4D in a scenario when the
two release events are completely independent, and therefore
defined by pr1 = pr2. All separation distances, lc, below 200 nm
fall below this line immediately providing an insight into the
geometrical arrangement. This can be understood again by the
interplay between facilitation due to calcium accumulation and
depression due to depletion of vesicles. For small separation
distances, implying fewer VDCCs governing release, facilitation
is limited and depletion rules.
We concluded that the number of VDCCs that govern release

in the CA3–CA1 is an order of magnitude greater than the
number at GABAergic synapses made by fast spiking inter-
neurons (8). Two independent experimental protocols, one
derived from PPF dependence on release probability and the
other from PPF dependence upon depletion of the RRP arrived
at the same extended geometry. Both datasets were independently
fitted and yielded the same high lc and number of VDCCs. This
consistency is reassuring and indicates a unique relationship
between structure and function. This is in contrast to GABA and
neuromuscular junction synapses, where the VDCCs are close to
the calcium sensors, and, may be an adaptation for a highly plastic
synapse. It might be possible to locate the VDCCs with the latest
advances in superresolution microscopy and to confirm our pre-
diction. The model also makes strong predictions for the variance
of calcium concentration in the terminal under different con-
ditions, which could be tested with calcium-sensitive indicators.
Furthermore aberration in synaptic function at CA3–CA1 synap-
ses is the source of several neurological diseases. An exploration
of mechanisms that affect vesicular release may have important
implications for understanding pathological conditions (42).

Methods
Our detailed physical model of the presynaptic terminal implements sto-
chastic reaction–diffusion in a 3D space and incorporates all major sources of
variability that can affect vesicle release (43). Simulations were performed
using MCell, version 3 (44).
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The release dynamics of neurotransmitter at the CA3–CA1 hippocampal
synapse and the spatially explicit model of the terminal is discussed in detail
elsewhere (14). The model incorporates known details regarding the CA3–
CA1 synapse such as the average terminal size (∼0.5 μm wide), the number
of active zones (typically one), and the typical number of docked vesicles at
each active zone (approximately seven). Additionally, it draws on common
features of release at central synapses including calcium sensors, multiple
time scales, calcium channel kinetics, and buffer kinetics. The kinetic model
for release was specifically developed for the CA3–CA1 synapse and is con-
sistent with available data (20, 29, 30, 45, 46).

Themajor features of themodels are a cluster of VDCCs of type P/Q (19, 47)
and an active zone populated by seven docked vesicles (30), each endowed
with its own (dual) calcium sensor for neurotransmitter release. The detailed
kinetics are available in ref. 14 except simulations here were performed with
fusion rate for the synchronous sensor, γ set at 6,000 s−1 to be consistent with
ref. 22 (previous simulations were done with 2,000 s−1). This has no functional
consequence; only values of γ, below 1,500 s−1 limit the rate of neurotrans-
mitter release. The active zone was placed at a specified separation distance,
lc (center-to-center distance: 25–400 nm) from the VDCC cluster, the source of
Ca2+ flux (14). This canonical presynaptic terminal was implemented in a rect-
angular box 0.5 μm wide and 4 μm long representing a segment of an axon
making an en passant synapse (14), which is the most common form of synapse
in the CA1 neuropil.

We simulated the sequence of events at the CA3–CA1 synapse beginning
with the arrival of an action potential (Fig. S1). The arrival of an axonal action

potential depolarizes the presynaptic terminal leading to the stochastic open-
ing of VDCCs. The calcium that enters diffuses from the VDCCs to the calcium
sensor, binds to the sensor, and triggers vesicle fusion and glutamate release.

The total calcium flux entering the terminal depended on the time course
of the action potential, the number of channels present on the membrane,
the calcium conductance of open channels, and the total time each of the
channels remains open. The separation distance (lc) and the VDCC kinetics
determine the local calcium profile at the active zone and therefore control
the neurotransmitter release probability. Because the simulations are
inherently stochastic (see below), we performed 1,000 trials of each test
case to generate an average release probability profile for relevant
combinations of VDCC number and lc.

Initial concentrations, locations, diffusions constants, and rates and their
sources used in the MCell model are specified in table 1 in ref. 14. The calcium
concentration was clamped at 100 nM at both ends of the axon segment.
The simulation time step for calcium was 0.1 μsec and 1.0 μsec for all other
molecules. The release transients presented in Fig. S3C were a result of av-
eraging over 10,000 simulations. The docked vesicles were clustered in
a hexagonal array at the active zone with largest center-to-center distance
between vesicles of 35 nm.
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SI Text
In Fig. S5, we show the release probability for the second stimulus as
afunctionofreleaseprobability forthefirst stimulus, forRRPsizesof
2, 7, and 25, respectively. ComparingA,B, andC of Fig. 5, the RRP
size does not strongly influence PPF across the entire parameter
space described by voltage-dependent calcium channel (VDCC)
cluster size and lc. To emphasize this somewhat surprising result, we
take a cross-section at pr1 = 0.5 for each RRP size and plot it in Fig.
S5D. The error bars for pr2 at each distance overlap for the RRPs
with 7 and25 vesicles and the curve forRRPof2has only a relatively
minor reduction. This implies a significant robustness of PPF with
respect to RRP size.

Although the facilitation is relatively insensitive to RRP size,
there is clearly a depletion effect that gets worse as the RRP gets
smaller, so there must be a compensating feature. To understand
this, for any value of total release probability of the synapse, the
release probability per vesicle goes down as RRP goes up. This
reduction reduces the expected facilitation, because less calcium
is needed to stimulate release and hence there is less residual
calcium. This partial compensation works better at larger dis-
tances (where there is more residual calcium) and indeed the
data in Fig. S5D indicate that an RRP of 7 gives a facilitation
below that of an RRP of 25 for the shortest distances. Because
the extreme RRP of 2 is dominated by depletion, it always falls
below the other cases.
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Fig. S1. Chronological sequence of events preceding vesicle release for a typical synapse with 20% release probability. (A) Profile of an action potential
invading the terminal of a synapse with 48 VDCCs placed 250 nm from the active zone. (B) Number of open calcium channels in response to the action potential
in A. (C) Approximately 4,000 calcium ions entered the presynaptic terminal (70–80 ions per channel). (D) The incoming calcium quickly bound to the mobile
calcium buffer, decreasing the amount of free calbindin. (E) The entering calcium increased the plasma membrane calcium ATPase (PMCA) activity. (F) The local
calcium signal measured 10 nm above the active zone as a result of the opening of 48 channels placed 250 nm from the active zone.
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Fig. S2. Calcium sensitivity of the calcium sensor. (A) Global calcium transient from 40 channels (green) placed at 250 nm and 80 channels (red) placed at 400
nm from the release site. Both configurations had approximately identical release probabilities of 0.13. (B) The local concentration 10 nm above the active
zone. (C) Probability of release, pr1, as a function of peak calcium concentration measured 10 nm above the active zone for a range of lc.
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Fig. S3. Effective diffusion constant. (A) Distribution of calcium ions 0.5 ms after the peak of the action potential “without” mobile buffers or PMCA pumps
and best fit to the diffusion equation (black line) with a diffusion constant of 220 μm2/s. (B) Histogram of the distribution of calcium ions 0.5 ms after the peak
of the action potential in a synaptic terminal “with” mobile buffers and PMCA pumps and best fit by the diffusion equation (black line) with a diffusion
constant of 55 μm2/s. (C) Release transient profile of the calcium sensor. Vesicle release rate from a presynaptic terminal with a base level release probability of
20% produced by 48 channels at 250 nm and averaged over 10,000 trials. The two decay time scales match those measured in experimental data (1).
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